GROMACS - Feature #1472
complete removal of libgsl support
04/02/2014 04:09 PM - Mark Abraham

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: David van der Spoel
Category: analysis tools
Target version: 5.1.1
Difficulty: uncategorized

Description
https://gerrit.gromacs.org/#/c/3115/ will be accepted, but we need to complete the clean-up of code orphaned in so doing. David plans some work developing ctest-based tests for some analysis tools, which should support doing the right thing here the right way. Please see discussion there.

Associated revisions
Revision b5daddfb - 04/02/2014 05:21 PM - David van der Spoel
Removed possibility of compiling with GSL.

Cleanup up of programs that are not functioning well anyway will be done in conjunction with a move to the new analysis framework. Removed g_kinetics.

Refs #1472
Change-Id: Ic948e239fd77d8ae519a6462c1e25f908a5de014

History
#1 - 10/14/2015 06:10 PM - Mark Abraham
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Target version changed from 5.x to 5.1.1

This got done some time